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Data Security Review: Issue 01

ISSUE 01
Data Security Review:

The Human
Risk Factor

Welcome to the first issue of the Data Security Review
I am excited to announce the launch of our quarterly newsletter, the Data
Security Review. Each quarter I will be sharing with you what I am hearing
from customers, colleagues and data security experts to keep you aware
and protected.
As we enter 2014, human risk is on everyone’s mind. Even with the most
sophisticated security products, it is the congenial receptionist who is
going to give unauthorized access to the crown jewels. How are you addressing this problem?
Let me know and I can tell you what has worked for Towerwall and our customers. Until next
quarter, thank you.
- Michelle Drolet, CEO

Towerwall in the News

Establishing Security
Goals
by Michelle Drolet
Implementing security practices in your
organization’s employees’ daily work habits,
and ensuring the integrity and confidentiality of
information security, the goals of the Security
Awareness Program are...
Read More

10 Things I Know About...
Passwords

3 Keys To Keep Enterprise
Clouds Secure

by Michelle Drolet

by Michelle Drolet

Featured in Worcester Business Journal

Featured in CloudTweaks

In today's online world, where personal

Outsourcing has won out over ownership, and

information is just a click away, it's important

the rush to the cloud continues to gather pace.

to have a safe and secure password. These

Where security is concerned there are two

10 tips can help protect your crown jewels.

major trends that threaten to expose your

Read More

company to unnecessary risk...
Read More

Tips for Testing your
Mobile App Security

How does your network
security rate? Take a quiz

by Michelle Drolet

by John Zorabedian

Featured in CSO Magazine

Sophos

The enterprise has gone mobile and there’s no

Take the guesswork out of your network

turning back. And while the BYOD movement

security and get the answers to your questions

has received plenty of attention, IT

about unified threat management (UTM) and

departments are getting a handle on the

next-gen firewalls. Take this short security

security risks of personal mobile devices in the

questionnaire to assess your security level,

workplace...

and find out what we recommend based on

Read More

your IT department’s profile.
Read More

eBook Download: Beware of BYOD
The BYOD dilemma is putting undue strain on employer-employee relations, shaking up
how organizations approach IT security, posing new risks and challenges.
DOWNLOAD EBOOK
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